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Adam Hole & Marji Curran Band - Red Album (2010)

  

    1 Take It Back     2 Cant Find My Way     3 Nothin' New Under The Sun     4 Fitzgerald Lane  
  play     5 Spoonful      play      6 My Own Shelter     7 Nobody's Fault But Mine     8 Save Me 
   9 Turning Of The Season     10 Travelin'    Marji Curran –
guitar, vocals  Adam Hole - slide guitar, vocals  Phoebe Juskevics – drums, percussion.    

 

  

The Adam Hole and Marji Curran Band have been getting audiences stirred up all over Australia
and beyond with their high energy, foot stomping roots, blues and rock. White hot raunchy slide,
powerful vocals and driving beats get people up on their feet with an uncontrollable urge to
move every part of their bodies, they are mesmerized, all their senses are stimulated at once by
whats going on in front of them. Adam Hole plays slide guitar like a demon possessed, he belts
out originals and his own unique versions of some classic old blues songs with a vengeance.
Marjis songs are powerful, passionate, heartfelt, and are delivered with a voice that gets down
and dirty one minute then has you soaring like an angel the next. Pheobe Juskevics on drums
tops it all off with her experimentally eclectic driving rythms. She will take you on a journey
playing anything from a jerry can to chinese gongs...shes busy and bold and gets it all jumpin.
This band are a fusion of different genres and have created a new sound of their own which is
refreshingly different. There is no way you can pigeon hole this band, they put on a show that
will have you feeling like you have jumped on a freight train and are being taken on one hell of
an exciting ride. Get on board and you will see why this band are making waves wherever they
go. --- cdbaby.com

  

 

  

The Adam Hole and Marji Curran Band are an independent Canberra based blues/ roots band. 
The band formed in 2004 and have played sell out performances at The Bay Of Islands Jazz
and Blues Festival in New Zealand, The Toyota Gympie Muster in QLD, and regularly tour
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Tasmania, WA and the east coast of Australia.

  

Based upon their live shows, they have been described as “one of Australia’s most exciting new
roots acts”  The band has played alongside some of Australia’s top artists including Jeff Lang,
Angry Anderson, Jenny Morris, and Dallas Frasca.

  

The band has been described as "getting audiences stirred up all over Australia and beyond
with their high energy, foot stomping roots, blues and rock. White hot raunchy slide, powerful
vocals and driving beats get people up on their feet with an uncontrollable urge to move every
part of their bodies" and "a fusion of different genres (that has) created a new sound of their
own which is refreshingly unique". ---wiki
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